Abstract-Big data analytics has attracted close attention from both industry and academic because of its great benefits in cost reduction and better decision making. As the fast growth of various global services, there is an increasing need for big data analytics across multiple data centers (DCs) located in different countries or regions. It asks for the support of a cross-DC data processing platform optimized for the geo-distributed computing environment. Although some recent efforts have been made for geo-distributed big data analytics, they cannot guarantee predictable job completion time, and would incur excessive traffic over the inter-DC network that is a scarce resource shared by many applications. In this paper, we study to minimize the inter-DC traffic generated by MapReduce jobs targeting on geo-distributed big data, while providing predicted job completion time. To achieve this goal, we formulate an optimization problem by jointly considering input data movement and task placement. Furthermore, we guarantee predictable job completion time by applying the chance-constrained optimization technique, such that the MapReduce job can finish within a predefined job completion time with high probability. To evaluate the performance of our proposal, we conduct extensive simulations using real traces generated by a set of queries on Hive. The results show that our proposal can reduce 55 percent inter-DC traffic compared with centralized processing by aggregating all data to a single data center.
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INTRODUCTION
M ORE and more companies start to provide global services by deploying data centers (DCs) in different counties and regions. For example, Google runs its service across several geo-distributed data centers connected by a dedicated WAN [1] . Other companies, e.g., Netflix, deploy their services at Amazon's global cloud infrastructure EC2 that spreads across 11 regions over the world [2] . These companies conduct big data analytics across the geo-distributed computing and storage environment for risk evaluation, cost reduction, and new product creation.
MapReduce [3] has been proposed as a programming model that parallelizes big data processing on distributed computing systems. It decomposes a job into a number of parallel map tasks, followed by reduce tasks that merge all intermediate results generated by map tasks to produce final results. MapReduce has been implemented by several open-source software platforms, e.g., Hadoop [4] , which are designed to be deployed within a single data center. With this design, a widely adopted approach for geo-distributed big data analytics is to first aggregate all data to a single data center, and then conduct data processing using Hadoop with traditional single-DC configuration. This data aggregation approach would lead to poor efficiency and high cost for big data workload because a huge amount of data need to be aggregated, and the resulting data traffic would occupy excessive bandwidth of inter-DC network.
To deal with geo-distributed big data analytics, several recent efforts [5] , [6] , [7] have been made to create a virtual cluster across multiple DCs for big data processing. For example, Mandal et al. [8] have implemented and evaluated a Hadoop cluster across multiple clouds. Iridium [9] has been proposed for low latency queries on geo-distributed big data. Although cross-DC big data analytics shows as a promising approach in existing attempts, they would generate huge inter-DC traffic with unpredicted job completion time because of the following weaknesses.
First, most of existing work follows the data locality principle imposed by traditional Hadoop. To decrease input data loading cost, map tasks are scheduled on DCs storing the data that they will process. The generated intermediate data are shuffled over inter-DC network to reduce tasks whose placement is optimized for traffic reduction. In contrast to aggregating input data into a single DC, this approach goes to another extreme that eliminates remote input data loading, but would lead to a large amount of shuffling traffic over inter-DC network.
Second, reduce task placement is optimized based on the estimated size of intermediate data generated by map tasks. Such optimization requires that the size ratio of output and input data of map tasks, which is referred to as OI-ratio, is given before job execution. However, it is difficult to accurately estimate OI-ratio because it is different among map tasks that process different data splits. With inaccurately estimated OI-ratio, the generated task placement would lead to unpredicted job completion time.
In this paper, we study to minimize inter-DC traffic of MapReduce jobs targeting geo-distributed big data. To overcome the weaknesses of existing work, we propose a novel optimization framework by jointly considering input data movement and task placement. Input data at a data center can be loaded by map tasks located at other data centers if the remote data loading helps to reduce total inter-DC traffic. To guarantee predictable job completion time, instead of struggling for accurate OI-ratio estimation, we apply the chance-constrained optimization technique that needs little information about the distribution of OI-ratio. To solve the formulated problem, we propose an efficient algorithm by tackling the following two major challenges. First, the joint optimization of data movement and task placement makes the formulated problem nonlinear. We apply the linearization technique to equivalently replace the nonlinear constraints with linear ones. Second, the chance constraint imposed to achieve predicted job completion time cannot be directly solved by existing convex optimization technique. We propose an approximation approach by relaxing the chance constraint, such that the solution of the new formulation is also feasible to the original problem. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
We formulate an optimization problem with the objective of minimizing inter-DC traffic generated by a cross-DC MapReduce job. The input data movement and task placement are jointly optimized. To guarantee predictable job completion time, we impose a chance constraint that guarantee the probability of exceeding a predefined job completion time is within a small threshold. We propose an algorithm to efficiently solve the formulated inter-DC traffic minimization (TM) problem by using linearization and relaxation techniques. Extensive simulations using real traces generated by a set of queries on Hive [10] show that our proposal can effectively reduce inter-DC traffic with predicted job completion time. The rest of this paper are organized as follows. Section 2 reviews important related work. The background and motivation of our proposals are presented in Section 3. Section 4 presents the system design, followed by the optimization framework in Section 6. Simulation results are given in Section 6. Section 7 concludes this paper.
RELATED WORK
Big Data Analytics within a Single Data Center
MapReduce [3] has been proposed by Google as a leading programming model for big data analytics. Later, it is implemented by open-source Hadoop [4] that uses a master-slave architecture to organize both computation and storage in a cluster. There exists a large body of work for efficient resource allocation and job scheduling for MapReduce jobs on clusters [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] . It has been well recognized that the data locality plays a critical role in the performance of MapReduce [17] . Zaharia et al. [18] propose a fair job scheduler for MapReduce at Facebook by taking data locality and interdependence between map and reduce tasks into consideration. Hindman et al. [19] propose Mesos, a platform that can achieve data locality for multiple jobs sharing a commodity cluster. Want et al. [20] focus on making a balance between data locality and load balancing to simultaneously maximize throughput and minimize delay. For this purpose, they propose a new queuing architecture and a map task scheduling algorithm. The most recent work [21] studies the problem of reducing the fetching cost for reduce tasks and formulates a stochastic optimization framework to improve data locality for reduce tasks.
There is also many work [22] , [23] that improves the efficiency of data center networks. Orchestra [24] has been proposed as a control architecture that optimizes data transfer between different computation stages of MapReduce jobs. It can reduce transmission time of common communication patterns, such as broadcast and shuffle, and impose priority scheduling policy. Chowdhury et al. [25] abstract multiple flows belong to the same job as a coflow, and have developed Varys, a system that can decrease communication time of data-intensive jobs and guarantee predictable communication time. Doger et al. [26] have shown that task-aware network scheduling can reduce both average and tail completion time for typical data center applications. They have developed a system called Barrat as a decentralized task-aware scheduler. A reliable distributed stream computation engine, called STREAMS [27] , is designed to support business-critical streaming applications with tens of billions events per day on thousands of machines. Corral [28] has been developed as a network-aware scheduling framework for big data processing, which jointly considers the placement of data and tasks to reduce both job makespan and traffic across racks. Karanasos et al. [29] have proposed Mercury, a hybrid resource management framework that support both centralized and distributed scheduling for big data jobs.
Big Data Analytics Across Multiple Data Centers
Dealer [30] has been proposed as a system that enables geodistributed, interactive and multi-tier applications meets their stringent requirement on response time despite the variability of cloud services. It abstracts application structure as a component graph, and dynamically splits transactions for each component among its replicas in different data centers. Vulimiri et al. [31] have proposed a Hive-based system called Geode that supports SQL analytics on geo-distributed data, provides automated fault-tolerance handling, and optimizes job execution to minimize bandwidth usage. Huang et al. [32] have proposed novel job scheduling algorithms that coordinate job scheduling across data centers with low overhead while achieving near-optimal performance. Iridium [9] has been proposed for low latency queries on geo-distributed big data by using an online heuristic that redistributes data among multiple clusters priori to query arrivals, and places the tasks to reduce network bottlenecks during query executions. BStream [33] has been proposed as a cross-cloud MapReduce framework that couples stream processing in the external cloud and Hadoop workloads in the internal cloud. Ren et al. [34] have studied the joint problem of data purchasing and data placement in a geo-distributed data market, and proposed a near-optimal and polynomial-time algorithm to solve this problem. Wu et al. [35] have proposed efficient proactive algorithms for dynamic, optimal scaling of a social media application in a geo-distributed cloud. The effectiveness of their proposed algorithms is verified by solid theoretical analysis. Although above work also targets on geo-distributed big data analytics, they are different from this paper because (1) they consider the performance optimization of interactive jobs while we target on batch jobs; (2) data and tasks are not jointly considered in above work; (3) they ignore the uncertainty of MapReduce job execution, which is considered in this paper.
BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
MapReduce is a programming model for big data processing on large clusters consisting of hundreds or thousands of machines. It consists of two kinds of tasks: map tasks and reduce tasks. The input data are divided into independent chunks that are processed by map tasks in parallel. The generated intermediate results in forms of key-value pairs are shuffled to reduce tasks to produce final results. MapReduce has been implemented by many systems (e.g., Hadoop) that are widely deployed in single-cluster environment for big data analytics. To process the data stored in multiple geo-distributed clusters, we need to address new challenges imposed by the geo-distributed environment, where the inter-cluster network connection is bottleneck.
The simplest approach for geo-distributed data analytics is to aggregate data stored in multiple data centers into a single data center, and then process them using Hadoop or Spark that implement the MapReduce model. For clarity, we use an example to show how this data aggregation approach works. As shown in Fig. 1a , we consider two data centers that store 10 and 30 GB input data, respectively. The achievable transmission rate is 600 MB/s from data center 1 to 2, and 1 GB/s in the reverse direction. Suppose each data center has massive computational resources connected by high-speed intra-DC network, and all data are aggregated at DC 2 for centralized processing. Since computation and communication are conducted in a pipeline manner, the job completion time is determined by inter-DC data movement that takes 16.7 seconds. Although this approach is easy to be implemented by directly using existing single-DC deployment of Hadoop, the movement of input data may occupy excessive inter-DC network bandwidth that is a scarce resource shared by multiple applications. Moreover, it leads to long job completion time that is bottlenecked by the inter-DC data transfer.
An intuitive improvement of the data aggregation approach is to let each data center start map tasks to process the input data, respectively. Then, the generated intermediate data are shuffled to reduce tasks that are evenly placed at two data centers. As shown in Fig. 1a , the input data loading by map tasks within each data center can be quickly finished because of high-speed intra-DC network. Suppose the OI-ratio of map tasks is f ¼ 0:5. Half of the total intermediate data, i.e., 0:5 Á f Á 10 ¼ 2:5 GB need to be sent to reduce tasks located at DC 2, and it takes 4.2 seconds. Similarly, there are 7.5 GB data sent from DC 2 to DC 1 in 7.5 seconds. Finally, there are totally 10 GB data exchanged between two clusters, and the job completion time is 7.5 seconds, 9.2 seconds less than the data aggregation approach.
To further decrease job completion time and inter-cluster data traffic, we start a number of map tasks in cluster 1 to process 7 GB input data, while sending the rest 3 GB data to DC 2 for processing. Suppose there are totally six reduce tasks. Instead of evenly placing reduce tasks on both data centers, we place one reduce task on DC 1 and the other 5 on DC 2. So in the shuffle phase, 1/6 of the total intermediate traffic generated in data center 2, i.e., 1 6 Á f Á ð30 þ 3Þ ¼ 2:8 GB, needs to be transferred to reduce tasks in DC 2, as shown in Fig. 1c . In summary, only 8.7 GB data exchanged between two clusters, and the job completion time is reduced to 5 seconds.
The example in Fig. 1 motivates us to reduce inter-DC traffic and job completion time by flexibly moving input data among multiple data centers. The number of map tasks started at each data center is determined by the amount of input data at the data center after data movement. Furthermore, job completion time and inter-DC traffic are also affected by reduce task placement, which should be jointly considered with input data movement to achieve the optimal performance.
In above example, we assume a given OI-ratio of 0.5, between intermediate data and input data of map tasks. However, this ratio is hard to be accurately estimated before job execution because it changes with different input data in many applications. We feed different input data to map tasks of WordCount application and measure the corresponding OI-ratio. The cumulative distributed function (CDF) of measurement results is shown in Fig. 2 . We observe that the OI-ratio shows as a random distribution between 0.25 to 0.5. To address this challenge in practice, a common approach is to estimate the expectation of the ratio according to historical execution records, which is used to optimize task placement. Unfortunately, this method will lead to unpredicted performance. To illustrate the influence of uncertainty of this ratio, we consider the job settings in Fig. 1c , and simulate job execution with random OI-ratio that is a Gaussian distribution with mean of 0.5 and variance of 0.1. As shown in Fig. 3 , the job completion time fluctuates among different job instances over a quit wide range. For example, over 40 percent job instances need more than 5 seconds to finish, and the worst case has a completion time of 7.4 seconds. Similar phenomenon is observed in the resulting inter-DC traffic as shown in Fig. 4 . This example motivates us to design a new approach to guarantees predictable job completion time.
SYSTEM DESIGN
The system design is shown in Fig. 5 . When a MapReduce job is submitted, the algorithm executor, which can be accommodated in popular engines (e.g., Hadoop and Spark), extracts system parameters from job requirements imposed by users and job history. Then, the optimizer runs the algorithm to decide input data loading and task placement, which are deployed by the final module. The detailed design is elaborated as follows.
Parameter extractor. It estimates parameters needed by the optimizer for optimal data and task placement. Two kinds of parameters will be estimated. First, it estimates the bandwidth among clusters by sending probe packets. Second, some information bout the OI-ratio of map tasks, e.g., its expectation, maximum and minimum values, are estimated by analyzing the historical execution records of similar jobs. Compared with estimating exact values of OIratios, it is easy to obtain such information about its distribution. Optimizer. After receiving estimated parameters, the optimizer runs an algorithm that determines input data movement and task placement with the objective of minimizing job completion time. Since the inter-cluster network is a scarce resource shared by many applications, the algorithm needs to minimize the total inter-cluster traffic incurred by our MapReduce job. The algorithm design is very challenging because of the joint consideration of data fetching scheme, task placement, and the uncertainty of OIratio, as we have shown in the motivation example. The detailed algorithm design will be presented in the next section. Data loader and task assigner. The data loader retrieves input data according to the results returned by the optimizer. Then, the task assigner starts a map task for each input split, as well as a number of reduce tasks whose placement is determined by the optimizer. We enhance the data locality constraints of map tasks imposed by the original Hadoop implementation. A map task will be placed at the same machine storing the target input split if this machine has enough resources. Otherwise, it will be placed at other machines in the same rack. If the map task cannot be accommodated in the same rack, it will be placed at other racks in the same cluster where we assume there are enough computational resources.
OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK
In this section, we propose an algorithm to optimize input data fetching and task placement, which can be embedded into the Optimizer. We first present the problem statement and its formulation. Then, an algorithm is proposed to solve the formulated problem.
Problem Statement
We consider a MapReduce job targeting on big data stored in multiple data centers f1; 2; . . . ; ng located in different geographical regions. The job execution model is shown in Fig. 6 , where it is divided into four phases: input data fetching phase, map phase, shuffling phase and reduce phase. All phases forms a pipeline on data splits during job execution. The amount of input data stored in data center i is denoted by D i . The inter-cluster bandwidth allocated to this job between any two data centers i and j is r ij , which is much less than the intra-DC bandwidth. In our system, input data at a data center can be loaded by map tasks located at other data centers if the remote data fetching helps to reduce total inter-DC traffic. Major symbols in this paper are summarized in Table 1 .
We define a variable x ij 2 ½0; 1 to denote the portion of input data loaded from site i to j. The amount of input data transmitted from site i to j is
The total amount of input data at site j after data movement is
After receiving input data, a number of map tasks are started in each site to conduct data processing in parallel, and generate intermediate data is
where f j denotes the OI-ratio of map tasks located at site j. The value of f j is determined by the function of map tasks and their input data. We divide reduce tasks into m groups and define a binary variable y l k to denote the placement of the lth group. 
where e l is the portion of data processed by the lth reduce group. It is easy to see that the traffic g jk is zero if no reduce task is placed at data center k. The total amount of data transmitted over the network among data centers can be calculated by
Suppose that each cluster has vast computation resources, such that the job completion time is bottlenecked by the data loading phase and the shuffling phase, whose time expenditure is denoted by t i ij and t s ij , respectively. They can be calculated by
; 81 i; j n; 
D i
The amount of input data at data center i. r ij The network bandwidth between data centers i and j. x ij The portion of input data loaded from site i to j. f ij The amount of input data loaded from site i to j.
I j
The total amount of input data at site j.
S j
The amount of intermediate data at site j. y
By eliminating redundant variables, the inter-DC traffic minimization problem can be formulated as
D i x ij r ij T; 81 i; j n; i 6 ¼ j;
f j P i;l D i e l x ij y l k r jk T; 81 j; k n; j 6 ¼ k;
In above formulation, constraint (8) is equivalent to (5). To guarantee predictable job completion time, input data fetching time and shuffling time is constrained by a threshold T , as shown in constraints (9) and (10) . For each data center, the sum of input data portion disseminated to all data centers should be equal to 1, which is represented by constraint (11) . The constraint (12) indicates that each reduce group should be placed at only one data center. Proof. To prove an optimization problem NP-hard, we show the NP-completeness of its decision form, where we need to answer whether there is a feasible solution under given B and T . We reduce the partition problem, which is known to be NP-complete, to the TM problem in the decision form. In the partition problem, we need to divide a set of positive integers, fh 1 ; h 2 ; . . . ; h m g, into two subsets such that the sum of numbers in one subset equals to that of the other. To construct a corresponding TM problem, we consider two data centers where input data have identical size and processed by local map tasks. For each integer h l , we create a reduce group that targets on data of h l GB at each data center. The inter-data center bandwidth
and we let B ¼ P 1 l m h l . We seek for feasible solutions by placing reduce groups to two data centers such that shuffling time is within T and total inter-data center traffic is no greater than B.
Suppose the partition problem has a feasible solution that two subsets have equal sum. We can find a feasible solution of the constructed TM problem by placing reduce groups associated with the same subset at one data center. Similarly, we can verify that the partition problem can be solved if the corresponding TM problem has a feasible solution.
t u
In practice, it is hard to accurately estimate the value of f j before job execution. We circumvent this difficulty by modeling it as a random variable whose expectation can be easily obtained by analyzing historical execution records. The inter-DC traffic minimization problem can be rewritten into a chance-constrained form as
81 j; k n; j 6 ¼ k;
ð9Þ; ð11Þ; and ð12Þ:
The constraint (10) in the TM formulation is replaced by a chance constraint (14) , which allows a small outage probability of required job completion time. Our objective becomes to minimize the expectation of total inter-DC traffic. Above formulation is a non-convex optimization problem that is NP-hard because of the product of variables in (13) and (14) . In addition, the chance constraint (14) cannot be directly solved by existing convex optimization technique.
Algorithm Design
In this section, we design an algorithm to solve the TM_chance problem formulated in the last section. We first consider to address the challenge of variable product by defining a new variable z l ijk as follows: 
We then study to address the challenge of chance constraint (19) . An intuitive approach is to impose a smaller T in the constraint (10) of the TM formulation in Section 5.1. But this approach has two weaknesses: 1) it increases the inter-DC traffic because of stricter requirement on job completion time; and 2) it is still unclear how "small" the T should be set to satisfy the outage threshold . Alternatively, we propose an algorithm based on the Bernstein approximation [36] to minimize inter-DC traffic while providing an theoretical guarantee on job completion time. Suppose that the distribution of f j is bounded within ½a j ; b j , which can be obtained by analyzing job execution traces in history or profiling execution. By defining a j ¼ 1 2 ðb j À a j Þ and b j ¼ 1 2 fb j þ a j g, f j can be normalized within ½À1; 1 as follows: 
According to Bernstein approximation, the constraint (21) can be approximated by
where Vðr À1 Y jk Þ can be expressed as
We have the following theorem for the approximation constraint (22) . Proof. Suppose there exists a feasible solution satisfying constraint (22) . By integrating (23), the constraint (22) can be equivalently rewritten as follows:
The second equality holds because & j is the random variable, and the third equality holds because log ðxÞ > 0 is equivalent to x > 0. It is easy to see that E½exp
which implies (21) . In above derivation, we define 1 ½0;1 ðxÞ ¼ 1 if x 2 ½0; 1, and 1 ½0;1 ðxÞ ¼ 0, otherwise. t u Unfortunately, the constraint (22) is still difficult to solve because of the VðÁÞ and infðÁÞ functions. We further approximate the VðÁÞ function based on the following theorem.
Theorem 3. The upper bound of VðwÞ is given by
where À1 m À1 m þ 1 and s ! 0 are constants that depend on the given probability distribution.
Above theorem can be proved by following similar steps in [36] , and thus we omit proof details. The settings of m and s can be also found in [36] . Based on Theorem 3, the constraint (22) can be approximated by
81 j; k n; j 6 ¼ k:
The infðÁÞ in above constraint can be removed by substitut-
p , so that (26) can be equivalently written as
Finally, we obtain a mix-integer linear programming formulation for the job completion time minimization problem.
TM chance solvable :
min B ð9Þ; ð11Þ; ð12Þ; ð16Þ; ð17Þ; ð18Þ; and ð27Þ:
Algorithm 1. Algorithm Design
Input: Input data size D i at each data center, inter-DC bandwidth r ij , data portion of reduce group e l , traffic time T , and the outage probability . Output: Input data loading x ij and reduce group placement y l k 1: if All input data are stored at a single data center then 2: Place all map and reduce tasks at the same data center. 3: else 4: Formulate the TM problem according to input parameters. 5: Transform the TM formulation into the TM_chance by replacing the constraint (10) with (14). 6: Relax the TM_chance problem by applying the techniques developed in Section 5.2, and obtain the TM_chance_ solvable problem. 7: Solve the linear TM_chance_solvable problem using CPLEX.
8: end if
Although the above formulation is a mixed integer linear programming (MILP), there exist highly efficient approximation algorithms, e.g., branch-and-bound, and fast offtheshelf solvers, e.g., CPLEX. We summarize our algorithm for solving the inter-DC traffic minimization problem in Algorithm 1. If all input data are stored at a single data center, we solve the problem by simply placing all map and reduce tasks in the same data center. Otherwise, we formulate the TM_chance problem according to input parameters, and transform it into the solvable form TM_chance_solv-able by applying the techniques developed in Section 5.2.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we conduct extensive simulations using OIratio traces generated by queries on Hive, which is a data warehouse software built on top of Hadoop to provide SQL-like language for big data query. The simulation settings are first presented, followed by the results under different parameters.
Simulation Settings
We consider a MapReduce job across 12 data centers. The amount of data stored on data centers are randomly generated as a uniform distribution within [10 GB, 100 GB]. The bandwidth among data centers is randomly distributed within [100 MB/s, 1 GB/s]. For comparison, we simulate the execution of MapReduce jobs using the following three algorithms.
Simple data aggregation (SDA): all data are first aggregated at a single data center, and then we start a MapReduce job to process them using Hadoop. We select the data center leading to the minimum inter-DC traffic for data aggregation. The inter-DC traffic incurred by this algorithm contains only input data loaded from other data centers without shuffling traffic because all data are processed within a single data center. The job completion time is bottlenecked by the input data fetching phase. The proposed optimization with expected OI-ratio (OPT_exp): we estimate the expectation of collected OI-ratios, and feed it to the formulation of TM to obtain the input data fetching and task placement, which are represented by x ij and y l k , respectively. The proposed chance-constrained optimization (OPT_chance): we solve the inter-DC traffic minimization problem using the formulation of TM_chance_solvable.
The chance-constrained optimization with task placement only (OPT_taskOnly): Similar with the task placement algorithm proposed in [9] , we eliminate remote input data fetching, and optimize task placement by setting x ii ¼ 1 in the TM_chance_ solvable formulation. To evaluate inter-DC traffic and job completion time, we simulate MapReduce job execution using real OI-ratio traces based on the solutions of above algorithms. For each solution, we simulate 30 MapReduce job instances. We use CPLEX to solve the MILP problem in our experiments.
Simulation Results
To study the effectiveness of chance constraints, we show the cumulative distribution function of the shuffling time of 30 MapReduce job instances in Fig. 7 . We divide reduce tasks into six groups, and set the expected job completion time (represented by T ) to 30 seconds. Note that input data fetching time is always 30 seconds because of constraint (9), and shuffling time fluctuates due to the uncertainty of OI-ratio. Therefore, the practical job completion time of both algorithms is no less than 30 seconds. As shown in Fig. 7 , there are about 60 percent MapReduce jobs whose shuffling time exceeds T under the solutions of OPT_exp, which means their job completion time is also greater than T . Although fastest shuffling can finish within 28 seconds, the worst case needs 36 seconds. In contrast, OPT_chance can guarantee that the portion of jobs whose shuffling time exceeds T is always less than the threshold . Furthermore, the shuffling time under setting of ¼ 0:1 is smaller than that under ¼ 0:2. It coincides with our expectation because a larger imposes a stronger constraint for the outage of expected job completion time.
The corresponding CDF of inter-DC traffic under the same set of simulations is shown in Fig. 8 . The inter-DC traffic generated by OPT_exp is less than that of OPT_chance because OPT_chance has a stronger constraint for shuffling time in order to guarantee the predicted job completion time. For example, under OPT_exp, there are 80 percent jobs whose inter-DC traffic is less than 300 GB, but the portion is only 70 percent under OPT_chance with ¼ 0:2. When we set ¼ 0:1, inter-DC traffic has very little increasing compared to the cases with ¼ 0:2. The average inter-DC traffic and job completion time of all algorithms are shown in Table 2 , where we set T ¼ 30 and ¼ 0:2. Even though OPT_exp uses the expected OIratio, its performance significantly outperforms SDA by 56 percent inter-DC traffic and 15 percent job completion time. It demonstrates the benefits of joint optimization of input data movement and task placement. Compared to OPT_exp, OPT_chance incurs only percent 2 additional inter-DC traffic. Furthermore, thanks to the joint optimization of input data movement and task placement, OPT_ chance can reduce 20 percent inter-DC traffic compared to OPT_taskOnly that optimizes task placement only.
We then study the influence of expected job completion time T by changing its value from 20 to 40. The average inter-DC traffic of OPT_exp and OPT_chance is shown in Fig. 9 . The inter-DC traffic of both algorithms decreases as the growth of T . For example, there is about 360 GB inter-DC traffic generated by OPT_chance when T ¼ 20. By setting T ¼ 40, the amount is decreased to 266 GB, with 26 percent reduction. Under a larger value of T , both OPT_exp and OPT_chance have greater optimization space for minimizing inter-DC traffic. As the value of T becomes smaller, their optimization framework will adjust input data loading and task placement such that the maximum inter-flow time is minimized, but it would lead to larger inter-DC traffic. When T is less than 20 seconds, we cannot find feasible solutions for some job instances. On the other hand, the decreasing trend of inter-DC traffic becomes smooth when T is greater than 40 seconds because larger T provides a greater optimization space, and it has looses constraint on inter-DC traffic. Furthermore, the performance gap between OPT_exp and OPT_chance becomes smaller as T increases from 20 to 40. When T ¼ 20, OPT_chance incurs 7 percent more inter-DC traffic than OPT_exp. But the gap becomes less than 3 percent when T ¼ 40.
We define the outage event as the job completion time of a MapReduce job exceeds the predefined value T . The portion of outage events under different values of T is shown in Fig. 10 . We observe that OPT_chance can guarantee that outage portion is always less than the threshold ¼ 0:2. In contrast, the outage portion of OPT_exp is significantly higher than . When T ¼ 40, there are 30 percent job instances that fail to achieve the required job completion time. The portion increases to 80 percent when T decreases to 20 seconds. It suggests that OPT_chance is necessary to guarantee predictable job completion time in practice.
The average job completion time under different values of T is shown in Fig. 11 , where both curves show increasing trends. Although we constrain the job completion time to be less than T in OPT_exp, its average job completion time is higher than T in all cases because of the uncertainty of OIratio. On the other hand, OPT_chance can guarantee that the average job completion time is only a little bit longer than T .
To investigate the influence of reduce task placement, we conduct simulations by dividing reduce tasks into different number of groups. The value of T is set to 30 seconds. As shown in Fig. 12 , the average inter-DC traffic decreases as the growth of number of reduce groups. That is because when more reduce groups are available, task placement can be optimized in fine-grained, leading to less inter-DC traffic. Although OPT_chance incurs more traffic than OPT_exp, their performance gap is only 14 percent when there are 4 groups. As the number of reduce group increases to 12, they have very close performance. The portion of outage events under different number of reduce groups is shown in Fig. 13 . The performance of OPT_exp shows as a decreasing trend because more reduce groups allow a fine-grained task placement that helps to reduce outage probability. The outage portion of OPT_chance is always less than the threshold ¼ 0:2. We show the average job completion time under the same set of simulations in Fig. 14. Both curves show as decreasing trends as the growth of number of reduce groups. The maximum performance gap between them is about 20 percent.
Finally, we change the range of inter-DC bandwidth and show the corresponding results in Table. 3. As the increasing of the maximum bandwidth, inter-DC traffic of all algorithms decreases. Also, OPT_taskOnly incurs more inter-DC traffic than OPT_chance because it eliminate remote input data fetching.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
There is an increasing trend of analyzing big data distributed over several data centers located in different countries and regions. Although several recent efforts have been made to address the challenges of geo-distributed big data analytics, they suffer from the weaknesses of large inter-DC traffic and unpredicted job completion time. In this paper, we study to minimize inter-DC traffic of a cross-DC MapReduce job by formulating an optimization problem that jointly optimizes input data fetching and task placement. In order to guarantee predictable job completion time, we apply the chance-constrained optimization technique, such that the MapReduc job can finish within a predefined completion time with high probability. To solve the formulated problem, we propose an algorithm with linearization and relaxation techniques such that the approximation problem can be efficiently solved by off-the-shelf solvers. Extensive simulations using real traces are conducted to evaluate the performance of our proposal, and the results show that our proposal can effectively reduce inter-DC traffic while guaranteeing predictable job completion time. In future, we will continue to study the system implementation by integrating our proposed algorithm into popular data processing platforms. He is currently an associate professor in the School of Internet of Things, Nanjing University of Posts and Telecommunications, Nanjing, China. He has published more than 50 papers in referred international conferences and journals. He serves as an associate editor of the IEEE Access, the EAI Transactions on Industrial Networks and Intelligent Systems and editor of the Journal of Internet Technology. He was the symposium chair/co-chair of IEEE IECON16, IEEE EEEIC16, IEEE WCSP16, IEEE CNCC17, etc. His current research interests include mainly in the area of big data, wireless communications and networking, smart grid, energy Internet, and information security technologies. He is a member of the IEEE and the ACM.
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